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SUB: ENGLISH

1. Write a biosketch of Mahatma Gandhi

2. Write a paragraph on:- 1) Environmental Pollution

2) your favourite festival

3. Read any one story book and write the summary in your own words

SUB: SANSKRIT
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SUB: MATHS

1. How many whole numbers are there between 32 and 53?

2. Write all the prime numbers less than l'0?

3. Draw a rough diagram of closed curve?

4. The measure of angle made by one complete revolution of clock hand is

5. Find one equivalent fraction to517 ?

5. Draw a circle and mark :a)centre b)radius c)diameter d)a point in its

exterior

7. Daw a quadrilateral PQRS. Draw it's diagonals? ls the meeting point of

diagonals lying in the interior or exterior of quadrilateral?

8. Where will the hour hand of a clock stop if it starts

a)from 6 and turns through 1 right angle?

b)from 8 and turns through 2 right angles?

c)from 10 and turns through 3 right angles?

d)from 7 and turns through a straight angle?

Draw a clock in each and verY Part.

9. Name the following triangles :

a)Triangles with lengths of sides 7cm,8cm and 9cm'

b)APQR such that PQ=QR=PR=5cm

c)ADEF with angle D = 90"

10.Find the angle measure between the hands of clock when time is : a) 9am

b)1:00pm

c)6:00pm

SUB: SCIENCE

1. 1. Draw diagram of
(a) a flower
(b) a ball and socket joint

(c) bones of a hand

2. What is meant by streamlined body?

3. Differentiate between parallel and reticulate venation.



4.Explaintheprocessofmakingyarnfromthefibre.
5. What is winnowing? Where is it used?

SUB: SOCIAL SCIENCE

L Political Science:-

Z. i. What problem did the villagers in Hardas village face? What did they do

to solve this problem(Panchayat Raj)?

3. ii. What isthe link between a gram sabha and a gram panchayat?

History:-

f . i. ln what ways are the books we read today different from the Rig-Veda?

2. ii. ln what ways do you think that the life of a Raja was different from that

of a dasgor dasin?

Geography:-

f . i. What are the three components of a map?

2. ii. What are the four cardinal directions?

SUB: HINDI
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